WELL.

IT’S NOT A SUNSET;
IT’S A FINISH LINE.

Imagine - the power to get away whenever you please. On a whim, you can shove off for a random dot on the map or just head to one of those small towns where everything shuts down for a parade. (They do still exist, you know.) In an Allegro, your vacation begins the moment you step inside, and ends when you decide it does. Guess that’s what one of the most solidly constructed coaches backed by one of the strongest warranties can do for your outlook.
Life on the road will never imitate life at home. And in this case, that’s a good thing. Inside the living area, you can kick back and relax on a standard cloth sofa, with optional Flex Air Hide-A-Bed mattress, or take a seat and watch TV with the benefit of a sound system and optional DVD player. Don’t feel guilty about resting either, as there’s plenty of room for everyone in the spacious living area and galley kitchen. Also, the standard roof air conditioner with full length Whisper Cool™ return air system promises a quieter way to cool your living area.
DON'T LET ALL THE POWER GO TO YOUR HEAD.

Seems most Allegro owners enjoy taking the long way, which should come as no surprise to anyone familiar with the cockpit. The driver and passenger enjoy spacious and comfortable seats planted firmly atop a sturdy chassis. Both seats swivel around to provide additional seating in the living area and the driver can also indulge in an optional power seat. Another example of the premium touches that go into our most affordable coach is the one-piece windshield. This assures a completely unobstructed view of what lies ahead. Also included is an expansive dashboard.
IT’S A SHAME YOU’LL SPEND SO MUCH TIME HERE WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED.

The Allegro bedroom is a lot like your bedroom at home, spacious and loaded with amenities. Come to think of it, some of these amenities you might not have at home. Take, for instance, the raised walk-around queen size bed with ample underneath storage space, or the luxurious bedside tables and cabinets with overhead lights in the slide ceiling to accommodate nighttime reading. If you don’t feel like reading, check out the optional flat screen TV. Optional day/night shades allow you to control whether it feels like night or day.
WE KNOW THE QUALITY OF THE CRAFTSMANSHIP BECAUSE WE KNOW THE CRAFTSMEN.

In addition to the frames and cabinets, we also manufacture all of our fiberglass parts in-house. This ensures a high level of quality control and a finished product that’s second to none. The bathroom itself is not only spacious, it’s situated in a way that maximizes privacy in relation to the bedroom and living room. And the new wallboards, bath fixtures and lighting are all designed in the most modern styles available. The Allegro’s exterior offers a variety of new paint designs, an optional driver’s door with power window, standard awnings and lights, and a standard cable-ready TV with antenna.